SafeSpace Products Testimonials
Ever since we moved into this home three years ago, our teenage children were constantly bickering,
and our family just felt on edge. But now with these products, things just feel saner and more
harmonious—my husband and I feel closer too. This is really profound—could the problem have been
EMFs all along? All I know is, we are so very grateful for the harmony that exists in our home now and
the SafeSpace products are staying! Lewin family, Fargo, ND
I have experienced several mysterious symptoms over the past few years which I can now attribute to
electromagnetic sensitivity: mental fatigue, hot flashes, visual problems (loss of clarity), nausea, and
general yuckiness. When I put the SafeSpace products in my home I felt like a very dark cloud was lifting
off me! I know you probably hear this all the time, but it really was like a miracle! Since then, I continue
to discover more ways that your products seem to be affecting my life. Leslie Connell, Decatur Georgia
I’m a chauffeur, so I spend hours behind the wheel, and I’d often feel exhausted while driving. The
growing fatigue and monotony on the job was troubling, not to mention unsafe. My wife ordered your
car-clearing device (SafeSpace II) and stuck it to the case I carry into the car at the start of my day, and
since then I have noticed better alertness and a more even mood when interacting with my clients. This
is significant given my profession. Thanks, Dick Gentry, Lombard, Illinois
While driving, I always became zapped of energy in a very short time. Now I have put the SafeSpace II in
my car, and my energy remains stable and I feel much better when driving. Thanks for having such great
products that really work. JP; Healing Practitioner, Fargo, ND
I’ve been looking for products like these, but I would never pay for technologies that haven’t been
researched. You have research and results. I appreciate the work you’ve put into this. And your prompt
shipping. Sergei Bakut, Vernon, MA
I have to use my cellular phone constantly, but I would feel queasy in my stomach every time I was on a
call for a long period of time. Since putting on the SafeSpace patch, that feeling is gone. It’s made a huge
difference! Arnold Estates, Designer - Toronto, Canada
I personally know somebody in my office—a major cellphone user—who was diagnosed with a tumor on
the side of his head where his phone would always be […] but I’m a real estate agent with two
teenagers, so ditching my phone is not an option, and the kids would never even consider it. So thanks
for these cellphone patches—I’ve been looking for something like this, and it makes me feel good that
you have actual research. Jeannie Drayton, real estate agent, parent, Granville, CA
The SafeSpace Cell phone works unbelievably well! As soon as I put it on my phone, the really horrible
way I'd feel using my cell phone disappeared! It completely neutralized the 'bad vibes' I'd feel... when
holding the handset now I feel no pain or ill effects. Nancy Alcorn, Health Care Provider - Marin, CA

“..my cellphone would literally make me feel nauseous after no more than five minutes of use. Now with
the phone sticker, I use it without any problem. " Dylan Alexander, Chiropractor, Reston, VA
Since putting in the GeoResonators, as well as the appliance patches, we have been sleeping so much
better. A more restful, sound sleep, and better energy upon waking. That to me is priceless. Gertrude
Donovan, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
We put four GeoResonators on the four corners of our yard—we were thinking about our kids, who
spend all day out there…we saw this as extra protection, because we live in a pretty built up area. We
noticed three things over the summer: more kids would come play here than ever before (we were
suddenly the fun yard!) My oldest daughter’s chronic constipation cleared up without any change in her
diet, and our flower garden produced twice the blooms. We don’t like using chemical fertilizers, and I
swear, I thought somebody had put some in without my knowing until we realized it was probably your
device. I have been telling everybody about this product. Thank you! Corrine Gage, homemaker,
Arlington, TX
It was so easy to plant the GeoResonators, and it made me feel good to do it, as though I was helping my
little patch of earth heal. Carol Travis, Florist, Provo UT
We live near a big underground sewer pipe and have telephone, cable and electrical wires hanging very
close to our home. When our property was tested for toxicity, it tested "high" until I planted four georesonators around our property. Since planting them, our property no longer tests positive for toxicity.
It's extremely reassuring. I don't doubt that my health and that of my daughters' and my husband's has
benefited as a result. Denine Carr, Attorney, Rochester, NY
"I love working with the GeoResonators and use them all the time for energy balancing environments in
my professional work . They are very effective clearing geopathic stress and raising the energetic quality
of indoor and outdoor environments." Tika Vales Caldwell Living Design Consultants
I live in Hawaii on six acres of land that includes a stream, bamboo forest and swimming hole. I am a
very sensitive person and I noticed since we purchased the property that there was disturbing energy on
several parts of the property including an area by the swimming hole. I didn't feel comfortable going to
particular parts of our land and avoided going to the area by the swimming hole. Between 24 to 48
hours after planting the GeoResonators I noticed a distinct difference on our land particularly down by
the swimming hole. There was an energy of very light relaxed energy; there was a feeling you could say
of happy energy. Several people I know commented positively on the change soon after it happened.
Jackie Carr, HA
"My wife and I both started experiencing insomnia and stress as soon as we moved into our new condo.
At first we thought we needed a new mattress, but that didn’t make a bit of difference. We tried
melatonin, milk before bed, you name it. Then we heard a radio program on EMFs, and we started
looking out the windows at all the electrical stuff, and all the gadgets around our bed. Your company
came up best in our research, and since we added SafeSpace I in our living room, SafeSpace 2 above our

bed and appliance patches to everything around us, we’ve slept like babies, and we wake up refreshed.
It’s changed our lives. Vaughn Wortham, Account Executive, Bangor Maine
The effect of the your products has been transformational! There is simply no other way to say it.
Between the SafeSpace 1 and appliance patches in our kitchen and bedroom, our home is a soothing,
wonderful place to be, and we all feel happier and sleep better. It’s like a whole new life. Thank you.
Sincerely. Ciara Livingstone, Seattle, WA
I recently received the SafeSpace product and put it on my water and electric lines. I am someone who
was already treating my house with other products, so I didn’t expect to notice a difference.
Immediately upon putting the products up, I felt more relaxed, as if my house was suddenly enveloped
in a protective bubble. My skin feels different, washing in the water. My hair does too. I am very
impressed with the product and intend to recommend it to many of my clients and friends. This is a
product that works! Joyce Tattelman, Pembroke Pines, FL, Chiropractor
I love the Food Liquid Energizer - I place all my foods and vitamins on it and really notice the energizing
effect! When I drink the water I place on this card I love the buzz-I feel “charged”. Annie Lombardo –
Massage Therapist, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
My friend and I used the Food-Liquid card at dinner. We couldn’t believe the difference in the water that
had been treated with the food card versus the water that had not. The untreated water smelt so
strongly of chlorine and tasted just as bad. The treated water had been totally transformed. There was
no chlorine smell, the texture of the water was smooth and it tasted great. Doreen Vargas, Massage
Therapist, Sammamish, WA
I find my Energizer makes everything smoother in taste, but what really blows me away is my improved
digestion—this product just brings more harmony to the eating experience all around. I love it! Peter
Cooper, Waiter, Bellvue, WA
My doctor told me that the petroleum solvents in my make-up were hard on my body. I was very
disappointed to hear this as I have not been satisfied with the “natural” make-up available on the
market today. I put all of my make-up on the Neutralizer Card hoping it would solve the problem and
when I took the make-up to my doctor to have it tested it worked! So now I Neutralize all of my
cosmetics, and personal products. Sandy P. Manning, Receptionist, Plymouth, MI
“I’m so happy to be using these products. These cards test so effectively...better than Tachyonic,
Geotech and Clarus products. Thanks for all your help and the blessings that flow through the SafeSpace
products.” Dr. Andrew Ptak - Chiropractor
With my Vitaplex, I have more energy, and feel sharper. I feel like I have a guardian angel with me,
operating through the pendant. My emotional reactions seem healthier and I feel calmer and more at
ease on a deeper level. It is difficult to quantify exactly what is happening, I just know that this necklace
is something I do not take off.” Andrew Tate, Otsego, MI

Extensive HRV testing on people wearing a Vitaplex demonstrated an overall improvement in heart
function indicating that the Vitaplex supports greater health and a more relaxed heart as well as
improvement in the health of the nervous system and energy field. Dr. Michael Nokken, D.C.
Minneapolis, MN
The Vitaplex Bioresonant Energy Pendant has given me remarkable immediate results. I began feeling
changes within 45 minutes after I started wearing it. I wore it for 9 hours the first day and the next
morning I felt revitalized as I had not felt in years! I feel it provides a deeply calming effect while
stabilizing fluctuations of energy levels. I am sleeping less hours in a more restful, deeper sleep and
feeling more energetic than ever before. I believe it can bring forth resolutions of health issues on all
levels for anyone who wears it on a regular basis. Dixie Stevens, Medical Astrologist, Fairfax VA
I suffer from extreme allergic reactions form exhaust fumes... when I wear the Vitaplex on my walk to
work I feel protected and don’t suffer from the allergic reactions from all the cars and buses. Brenda
Albee - Boston MA
I have been a professional Massage Therapist for seven years, and I am also a Personal Fitness Trainer.
When wearing the Vitaplex as I work with clients, I have noticed that my energy level has stayed
consistent throughout the session, and I do not feel drained afterwards. I also keep the SafeSpace one in
the room, and my clients have verbally expressed their restfulness during the session. The SafeSpace
products have been an excellent tool for supporting and strengthening the physiology along with
developing and raising consciousness.” John Costino
I’ve been wearing my Vitaplex for 9 months now. It has served my overall health tremendously. It can
be hard to talk about the Vitaplex and how I feel it on a daily basis, but the clearest evidence of its effect
is that I have good energy, good recovery from stressful situations, I haven’t been sick since I’ve put it
on, reduced menstrual pain and cycle length. When wearing it, environments I couldn’t tolerate well
are no longer a problem, apart from not liking a place; the awful waves of bad perfume/cologne that
would often make me nauseous still stink, but don’t affect me so strongly on a physical level. The thing
that stands out to me about the Vitaplex is that all my friends and family who wear them comment on
how much they love their Vitaplex every time I see them. Jennifer Carnes, Massage Therapist,
Minneapolis, MN
As a frequent business traveler to Asia and Europe, I have tried numerous remedies over the years to
combat jet lag and reduce travel fatigue. In my experience nothing is more effective that the Vitaplex.
On a recent trip spanning 12 time zones, I wore it continuously. There was no jet lag whatsoever, and I
felt energized and well rested. I highly recommend the Vitaplex pendant. Don't leave home without it.
Leo Burke, Motorola Executive
I use to feel drained by noon after sitting in front of my computer all morning. When I'm wearing my
Vitaplex, I can easily work eight to ten hours and still come away feeling alert and energetic. C.H.,
Computer Programmer, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

I have three quarters of a century on this body, and generally its’ hanging in there. I am very active,
traveling much of the time engaging in event presentations all over the US and outside of the US, as well
as locally where I reside. However, I have increasingly noticed an energy reduction over the past few
years, such that it takes longer to recover from a long weekend of work, or an extended trip; as well
there are mechanical wear downs, like inelastic bladder and enlarged prostate. Several months ago, I
began wearing a Vitaplex and almost immediately began to notice a balancing of energies, as well as a
much faster recovery from extended energy output from long events and long travel. In fact over time it
seemed that I slept better and concentrated better. I find I now will not start the day without the
VitaPlex, grateful for the energy increase and balancing that results. George Greer; Retired Aerospace
Executive, Chicago, IL
For almost all her life my wife has suffered from headaches that don’t respond to the naturopathic
armory of acupuncture, homeopathy, chiropractic, reiki, herbs, vitamins etc., etc, … but since she has
been using the Vitaplex her headaches have practically disappeared. Jason Andrews, Los Angeles, CA
After using the Vitaplex for a very short while I felt better physically than I had in a long time, I’ve had
more energy, more mental clarity and felt more equanimity… full of heart rested peace and calm.
Thanks. KH, Registered Nurse, New Brunswick, NJ
My mother was experiencing spells of weakness, a fainting feeling that couldn’t be explained. I gave her
the Vitaplex pendant to wear and she seemed to really respond to it! She wore it for 3 days and did not
have another attack. Now, it’s been months and she wears it every day and feels stronger.
When I wear mine, I love it and feel it as a balancing of my energies. I also have more energy when I
travel - it really helps to counter jetlag. Eileen McCarthy, Editor, Montgomery, TX
I used the Vitaplex when going to Ireland. I did not suffer any jet lag going or returning. The whole trip
I was relaxed and felt safe and wonderful. People even commented on my calm disposition. During the
12 days in Ireland we did quite a bit of driving in a van with 13 people. A lot of them complained about
the stress of too many different places, sleeping, eating etc.. I didn’t. I adjusted perfectly. Lark Carrier,
Illustrator, Rockford, IL
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